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Opinions Aired in Unrest Bill Hearing

By Roberta Kuehl
Asst. News Editor

Editor's Note - There was a statement in the April 9 issue of the MONTCLAIRION concerning Robert Martinez's action on this bill No. 68108. He did not veto it; rather, he agreed with the authors of the bill to bring it up at a future SGA meeting.

A heated argument about the working of SGA Bill No. 68108, Resolution Concerning Student Unrest at Montclair State College, and about the question of the necessity for its existence took place last Thursday in room V-155. Representatives from SPU (Student Peace Union), BOSS (Black Organization for Success in Society), along with several authors of the bill and nearly 75 concerned faculty and students were present.

The authors of the bill are: Frank D. Cripps, social science representative, Bob Stickel, English representative, Ward B. Nelson, chemistry representative, Alfredo Fanelli, foreign languages representative, Ron Green, foreign languages representative, Bob Cece, industrial education and technology representative.

Frank Cripps, opened the meeting by speaking about student demonstrations on other campuses. He believes the students at Montclair State have the "responsibility to judge our peers" and should take preventive measures against those students who disrupt the "normal function of our academic community."

The writers of bill No. 68108 feel that they are setting a precedent by deciding preventive measures before disruptive action occurs. They said that they must do this as representatives of student opinion expressing the needs of the majority.

Not many people present at this meeting agreed with the philosophy behind this bill. A vote was held to determine the views of those present regarding this proposed policy - approximately six people voted for it; 25 against it. Both students and faculty thought that the SGA should support and defend fellow students, not propound punishment in advance. One issue raised was that of majority rights versus minority demands.

Questions were also raised concerning the appointment by Robert Martinez, president of SGA, of the five future members of the board of student relations. This board would have the power to decide the legitimacy of student grievances and to recommend what measures should be taken to quell "disruptive demonstrations." Should they occur. The authors of the bill were unable to unanimously reply when asked whether provisions would be made to insure the representation of minority rights along with majority rights.

The number of creators of bill No. 68108 has diminished from five to six during the past week. Ruth Goldstein, representative for the class of 1970, explained the reason for withdrawing her name from this particular bill. She said, "After speaking to many people and discovering unfavorable reactions to this bill, I realized that it was not what my constituency desired. I also gave the bill more consideration and recognized its vagueness in certain parts, such as "reasonable length of time," "disruptive demonstrations," "legitimate grievances."

David Fogg, fine arts representative, distributed another bill that he and five other SGA representatives composed. This second policy statement reminded the student that he has a right to be heard and that SGA exists as a channel for discussion of "thoughts and ideas you might have BEFORE they become major grievances." Little was said in response to the presentation of Fogg's bill.

In case some demonstrations did occur, President Thomas Richardson would ultimately be responsible for deciding subsequent action, although he could consult with student representatives.
Congress Tackles Unrest

By Arlene Dues
Staff Reporter

Congressional action is being taken in the United States Senate and House of Representatives to stop the mounting incidents of student rebellions on college campuses.

Sen. Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.) introduced legislation that would make it a crime to disrupt any school receiving federal assistance. His bill would provide penalties for offenders of a $1000 fine or a year in jail. It would affect nearly every high school, college and university in the country.

In the House, Rep. Dan. Kuykendall (R-Tex.) pressed for action on his bill that would cut off federal aid to any college that fails to take action against students who seize buildings, hold administrators hostage or interfere with the rights of fellow students to attend classes.

The action is the result of a rash of sit-ins and protests at some colleges and universities. City College of New York (CCNY) has been closed by of students in a battle between the establishment of a black studies program. Princeton SDS cut due to an evacuation called by the 16 member Central Planning Committee. The event was headed by the 16 member Central Planning Committee. The event was called to form 26 subcommittees which will investigate the problems of structuring the new school. The organization will work.

Scientific and Behavioral Sciences

School Target Date: Jan. 1970

By Susan Dominick
Staff Reporter

"The reorganization of the social science department happened to coincide with plans for developing Montclair State University," explained Dr. Philip Cohen, the department chairman. The target date for the merging of the social science and psychology departments into the School of Social and Behavioral Sciences is Jan. 1, 1970.

Speaking to a group of students and faculty from the departments involved on April 21, Cohen declared, "This is an important point in the life of the college. It's going to succeed or fail depending on how much energy each faculty member and student will give it." The meeting held in Memorial Auditorium was called to form 26 subcommittees which will investigate problems of reorganizing the new school. The organization will work.

Dr. Philip Cohen
Helping to Plan New School.

"When the college departmental structure was established 38 years ago, the department was divided into 26 subcommittees headed by the 16 member Central Planning Committee. This group will fully addresses the problems of structuring the new school. The organization will work under the guidance of Dr. Samuel Pratt, the president planner. The major areas which the group will address include curriculum, teaching, the student, the faculty, the administration, facilities, financial problems and community and world affairs."

President Thomas H. Richardson in addressing the group pointed out that, "This, the reorganization, may seem like an exercise, but it is the beginning of tremendous change and alteration of the college."

Dr. Bertha Quintana, chairman of the organizational committee for the new school requested that each faculty member and student select three areas of preference for committee work. By April 30 the list of committee memberships will be mimeographed and committee chairmen will meet on May 2. Cohen named the eight departments which will be included in the new school: anthropology, economics, geography, history, political science, psychology, sociology and teacher education for social studies and psychology.

Hovhaness, Rochberg Featured In MOC Composers’ Symposium

By Rich Kemencik
News Editor

This year's Composer's Symposium will feature Alan Hovhaness and George Rochberg. The Composers' Symposium, an annual event at MSC, is sponsored by MOC in conjunction with the social science department.

Ongelia is the coordinator of the symposium which will be held on May 6 and 7.

Ongelia feels that a symposium is necessary because student will give it." The meeting held in Memorial Auditorium was called to form 26 subcommittees which will investigate problems of reorganizing the new school. The organization will work.

"A composer's symposium serves the added purpose of publicizing the work of composers and it offers the student an opportunity to speak with the composer about his work."

According to Ongelia, Hovhaness and Rochberg were chosen for this year's composition because they represent two contrasting styles of music. Hovhaness tends to be tonal, Rochberg composes atonal music which destroys consistency and comists of inharmonious sounds. Rochberg has written "Apocalyptica," which was first commissioned by the MSC Development Fund for the May 1965 Composer's Symposium. Well-known in musical circles, his work has been performed by the New York Philharmonic and other nationally-known orchestras. Also included in the symposium program is the Philadelphia Composers Forum Ensemble. This group will feature a piece written for toy pianos by John Cage, a controversial modernist in today's music. Another work, dedicated to Malcolm X, is slated to be performed.

The schedule of events for Tues., May 6, as follows: 12-1 p.m., orchestra rehearsal; room 19 (Music Building); 1-2 p.m., choir rehearsal; room 19; 2-3 p.m., band rehearsal; room 19; 4-5 p.m., lecture by Alan Hovhaness, room 15; 7-8 p.m., concert of original compositions by students, room 15.

The program for Wed., May 7, will include: 12-1 p.m., orchestra general rehearsal; Memorial Auditorium; 1-2 p.m., choir general rehearsal, Memorial Auditorium; 2-3 p.m., band general rehearsal, Memorial Auditorium; 4 p.m., Philadelphia Composers' Forum Ensemble concert, room 15; 8 p.m., orchestra-choir-band concert, Memorial Auditorium. All events are free.

George Rochberg
"Apocalyptica" at MSC.
Realistic, Elaborate Sets Mark Opening of ‘Major Barbara’

By Susan Johnson
Staff Reporter

Major Barbara, the Players’ production opening tomorrow night, is recognized as one of George Bernard Shaw’s funniest plays. No social institution escapes comment in this play, which has been acclaimed one of the first social plays to be both entertaining and meaningful.

Through Major Barbara appeared on the stage for the first time 65 years ago, many of the comments on society are still relevant today. Major Barbara, played by Celeste Sullivan, is a wealthy society girl who joins the Salvation Army to combat the ills of society. She becomes disillusioned with some of her principles and has to deal with the disinterest of her family and others. Lady Undershaft, Barbara’s mother, is played by Betty Passafiume. Tom Lesko has the role of her father, a wealthy munitions manufacturer. Barbara’s fixates are portrayed by Jack Magean and Walter Kotbra.

The play takes place in England around the turn of the 19th century. Dr. Howard Fox of the speech department directs the play. Mr. W. Scott MacConnell is the designer of the sets and the technical director. Miss Lois Kapland is in charge of the costumes. The sets for tomorrow night’s production are the most elaborate and realistic yet used in any Players’ production. Shaw’s directions concerning scenery are very explicit and are being followed as closely as possible for this production. There are three full sets involved, the Undershaft’s library, the West Ham shelter of the Salvation Army, and the Rampart munitions factory. A folding ceiling will be used for the first time.

Antique shops, farmer’s markets, homes and institutions have been visited to obtain the necessary props for Major Barbara. The cannon which is used in the Rampart munitions factory scene is made from an old house pillar and took about three days to complete. Slats and paper maché were used to obtain the right shape.

In the Undershaft’s library, three full bookcases, each having seven shelves, are used. In order to fill the shelves and still keep the weight down to a minimum, hollow bindings are used. The books were bought at the Montclair Women’s Club book sale. The posters were taken out and wooden pieces fitted between the covers to keep them properly shaped.

The costumes for Major Barbara have been taken from the existing Players’ wardrobe and supplemented by rented outfits.

During one part of the play a set change will be completed in 30 seconds in which the Undershaft’s library will become the Rampart munitions factory. Almost 20 people will be involved in this change of complete sets to take place in total darkness.

The cast has been working on the play six days a week for six weeks. The crew has been working seven days a week. In order to fill the shelves and still keep the weight down to a minimum, hollow bindings are used. The books were bought at the
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Not too long ago it was the normal procedure for college newspapers to publish “nice” stories about the way their individual educational institutions were running things. Nice things, indeed.

Stories about car thefts, student dissatisfaction with college policy and protests over hikes in tuition costs were taboo in campus newspapers. The “in” thing to do was to write about what they called “nice news.” After all, the student newspaper of another generation ago was looked upon with suspicion by some of our finest. The present student-written commentary on college’s public-relations department is looked upon as a representative of the newspaper of another generation ago was with old copies of our paper that presented only “nice news.” After all, the student newspaper of another generation ago was looked upon as a representative of the college’s public-relations department.

Rare was the college newspaper that presented student-written commentary on world events or on even subtle changes in administrative policy. The closets of the MONTCLARION office are filled with old copies of our paper that presented only “nice news.” After all, the student newspaper of another generation ago was looked upon as a representative of the college’s public-relations department.

Then, too, were the many cases of censorship. For generations of well-intentioned college reporters there always was a flame inside them to produce a well-intentioned college reporters there always was a flame inside them to produce a professional newspaper could stand by. But during the past two years have criticized the administration of many colleges have changed; they’ve become a bit more anxious to have some part in correcting the problems of a free press and we welcome openminded and radical brand of student under the risk of censorship as a “threat” and criticism as a progressive tool when used correctly. College President Thomas H. Richardson favors, too, student opinion in all areas of administrative policy.

The MONTCLARION has had no problems with our school’s administration along these lines. Within recent years, there has been no attempt a censorship of this publication by administrative forces. The adviser to our newspaper, Michael F. X. Greico, sees censorship as a “threat” and criticism as a progressive tool when used correctly. College President Thomas H. Richardson favors, too, student opinion in all areas of administrative policy.

The MONTCLARION has used its freedom wisely. The editorial boards during the past two years have criticized the school’s policy and have met with attentive ears. When the MONTCLARION spoke, the administration listened and reacted anxiously to the views of the student-editors. Editorialy, the MONTCLARION pushed for and received a pass-fail system, independent study programs — indeed progressive steps in higher education. We’ve pushed for new courses; we received them. We took a stand on financial matters; our readers reacted.

But during these past few weeks the MONTCLARION learned something of value. Censorship does not necessarily come from the administration. It can come from students whose distorted sense of logic finds a way to brand nearly everything “racist.” The editors of this paper, all who were elected to their respective positions, certainly have a decided point of view. The MONTCLARION, like the majority of our readers, is conservative in outlook. Yet among our staff one can find leftists, liberals, even a communist. This publication has no other alternative but to respect the opinions of other men. We understand the problems of a free press and we welcome diverse opinions.

The MONTCLARION will always respect the sound opinions of our readers. But when our newspaper is subjected to unfounded criticism without constructive purpose, stepped upon with suspicion by some of our readers and called “racist” by a minority, we believe some rational thinking is in order by our critics. The editors and staffers of the MONTCLARION will never forsake the basic historical principles and lessons upon which as free press in American society was achieved.


The draft plan would have the county colleges following an "open door" type policy, facilities permitting. State colleges would continue to have selective admissions; however, it would be the responsibility of the state colleges to allow community college graduates, in good standing, to continue their education at the junior level. These are long-range goals but they are an attempt to provide higher education for as many state students as possible.

However, while the state colleges are under the limitations of classroom and dormitory space, limitations on admissions are necessary. Open admissions, such as those imposed upon the Rutgers administration, are therefore impractical at this time. As long as facilities limit enrollment in New Jersey schools, there can be no justification for the open admissions standards which freeze out the average academic-economic student.

The STETONIAN student newspaper at Seton Hall has, given full support to the Senate resolution.

The Student Senate feels that this legislation will discourage legitimate dissent although the bill states that its intention is not to limit the freedom of any student to express his views.

The STETONIAN student newspaper at Seton Hall has, given full support to the Senate resolution.

The Students Veto Urban Studies

The Board of Trustees at Newark State College failed to approve a major program in urban studies due to lack of supporting courses in economics and sociology. Although the major will not be instituted until 1970 or 1971, several new courses will be offered this fall dealing directly with urban economics.
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POLICY STATEMENT

The End of ‘Nice News’

But even when students are given control of publication, with no censorship strings attached, there is always an inherent danger. At Michigan’s Wayne State University, for example, black militants took control of the student newspaper, gave it an underground format and forced the paper’s adviser into retirement. Students at WSU no longer care to read the militants’ brand of news.

Fortunately, the MONTCLARION has had no problems with our school’s administration along these lines. Within recent years, there has been no attempt at censorship of this publication by administrative forces. The adviser to our newspaper, Michael F. X. Greico, sees censorship as a “threat” and criticism as a progressive tool when used correctly. College President Thomas H. Richardson favors, too, student opinion in all areas of administrative policy.

The MONTCLARION has used its freedom wisely. The editorial boards during the past two years have criticized the school’s policy and have met with attentive ears. When the MONTCLARION spoke, the administration listened and reacted anxiously to the views of the student-editors. Editorialy, the MONTCLARION pushed for and received a pass-fail system, independent study programs — indeed progressive steps in higher education. We’ve pushed for new courses; we received them. We took a stand on financial matters; our readers reacted.

But during these past few weeks the MONTCLARION learned something of value. Censorship does not necessarily come from the administration. It can come from students whose distorted sense of logic finds a way to brand nearly everything “racist.” The editors of this paper, all who were elected to their respective positions, certainly have a decided point of view. The MONTCLARION, like the majority of our readers, is conservative in outlook. Yet among our staff one can find leftists, liberals, even a communist. This publication has no other alternative but to respect the opinions of other men. We understand the problems of a free press and we welcome diverse opinions.

The MONTCLARION will always respect the sound opinions of our readers. But when our newspaper is subjected to unfounded criticism without constructive purpose, stepped upon with suspicion by some of our readers and called “racist” by a minority, we believe some rational thinking is in order by our critics. The editors and staffers of the MONTCLARION will never forsake the basic historical principles and lessons upon which as free press in American society was achieved.

Barbara Fischer: Opinion Left

Very Interesting— but Dangerous!

Abbie Hoffman is one of the most interesting men in the Movement, and considered by the government as one of the most dangerous. On March 20, he was served a federal indictment for incitement to riot during the Democratic Convention.

A well educated individual, Hoffman commands great respect among many Movement people. I often wonder if Hoffman should be taken seriously; the government apparently does.

YIPPE FOUNDER

Hoffman has given up on the over-30 population. With his friend, Jerry Rubin, he founded the Youth International Party (Yippies). The young can be changed, can be molded to the idea of creating their own “Free Society.”

What is his ideal society? In his book, Revolution for the Hell of It, he lists 27 points. Besides calling for an end of the Vietnam War and the freeing of all imprisoned Panthers, he demands the legalization of drugs, universal birth control devices and abortions. A reform of the penal code is included so that rehabilitation is emphasized rather than punishment, and the abolition of all laws related to crimes without victims.

He also advocates the abolishing of money and consequently all payments. Freeing people from the drudgery of work is evident in his slogan, “Let the machines do the work.” Some of his more immediately achievable concepts are the elimination of air and water pollution and the encouragement of the arts. There are more points including the end of censorship, the free use of the media, a community-school relationship and a streamlined political system conducted in a national referendum and telephone voting systems. Many of these concepts may seem impractical today, but what of the future?

SUCCESSFUL

It seems to me that Hoffman has been immensely successful within the Movement. Some of the Movement’s social as well as political values have transcended to much of the college population, the future leaders of society. Indications of this may be seen in campus dress and a demand among the general student population politically. It seems to follow that if Hoffman’s views are widely accepted throughout the Movement, they will permeate the population. As Dylan said, “The times they are a′changing.”

SPEED CRAZE HALT

Editor

The height of the speed-reading craze has passed, but commercial institutes are still advertising for their own comparatively slow capabilities to achieve in a college situation we definitely would not be here...

"From my own personal experience, I know that the admissions standards are not lowered for us poor underprivileged people because if we really had the capabilities to achieve in a college situation we definitely would not be here..."

— Anita Rowberry, ’72

Karyn Sauvigne: Opinion Right

Ignoring Racial Overtones?

Why not shut it out of our minds? Maybe it will go away. And anyhow, who cares about a civil war being fought half way around the world?

Genocide, as a word, gets thrown around a lot. But don’t you need gas chambers and mustached dictators to implement it? Not in Biafra.

LINES DRAWN

Our ally, the British, supports the Nigerians in their battle to quell the independence struggle of the Ibo in Biafra. After all, it was the British who drew the lines that included Biafra and Nigeria.

Biafra is the richest region in Nigeria; there is oil in Iboland and the Ibo are the most industrious tribe in the "country" — is that why Nigeria wants unity so badly?

When does freedom become a bad thing? If it was good to free Nigeria from British rule, why is free Biafra from Nigeria?

"Too Bad"...Col. Adekunle, commander of Nigeria’s invading army, commenting on the Biafran situation, said, "If children must die first, then it’s—too bad. Just too bad."

The enlightened government of Great Britain supports the federalists because: (a.) Western religion is nominally accepted by many Nigerians; (b.) the Ibo are "civilized" while the Ibo are "savage"; (c.) the government of Nigeria is federalized and unified. Is it therefore logical (to some people in London) that the Biafrans must be put down and their cries of genocide be disregarded?

Without becoming militarily involved, United States could—verbally support the Biafrans, or at least condemn the Nigerian tactics. Wouldn’t that be more in keeping with our libertarian tradition?

not reading every word, every sentence, or every paragraph.

Rates over 900 wpm are possible, but only through skimming—a process that Rauch considers much more than reading, because it involves instantaneous recognition of main ideas, details, definitions, key concepts and summaries.

"From the Standpoint of Psychology..."...the reading teacher. The shortage would also be improved by silent outlining for the purpose of reading material, the students’ reading, because it involves skimming. Without becoming militarily involved, United States could—verbally support the Biafrans, or at least condemn the Nigerian tactics. Wouldn’t that be more in keeping with our libertarian tradition?

They needn’t. Very few are likely ever to read—really read—at these rates, says Rauch. "On the basis of the most recent results of eye-movement photography, it is safe to say that anyone who claims to be reading faster than 800 to 900 words per minute is skimming. That is, he is..."

OUTLINING—IMPORTANT

If the teacher took time to teach outlining for the purpose of extracting the substance of the reading material, the students’ comprehension would benefit. It would also be improved by silent reading sessions followed by thought-provoking questions and the instructional use of the newspaper.

A student requiring more individualized help should indeed be referred to the reading specialist. However, the subject teacher should be able to work with the student with the reading problem in overcoming his deficiency. After all, the skills the student learns in the reading lab must be fitted into the regular classroom.

BEG PARDON!

The following is a corrected paragraph from a letter published in last week’s edition of the Montclarion.

Editor

"From my own personal experience, I know that the admissions standards are not lowered for us poor underprivileged people because if we really had the capabilities to achieve in a college situation we definitely would not be here..."
UNION CITY, France; John Burke participate in the Experiment in received scholarships from SGA to 75

The Experiment in International Living promotes international understanding by sending students abroad for home stays and travel in a country of their choice. Montclair State has participated in the program since 1963.

WANTED: Men and women over 21. No experience necessary. Waiters, waitresses, waitress trainees. Full time, part time or weekends.

APPLY: Cambridge Inn, Garden State Plaza, Paramus.

As SGA treasurer, Jakubik feels that he has a special responsibility to the students in money matters. For this reason, he is working with Mr. Jon McKnight in setting up the referendum which will be run according to SGA rules. These rules provide that the referendum will automatically fail if less than 30 per cent of the student body votes on the question.

Jakubik favors the passage of the referendum because “anything that adds to the prestige of the college will add to the degree of prestige which a student receives from the college.” He adds that if the students realize what facilities the union building will have and how it will benefit everyone, the referendum will be passed.

Although he feels that the state should pay for the union building, Jakubik observed that, “we need the facility now,” and that it would take too long to convince the state to assume financial responsibility.

A social science major, Jakubik plans to graduate in 1970 with a specialization in political science. He decided to come to MSC after spending four years in Seton Hall Prep as a divinity student. Looking back on his term as SGA treasurer, he described it as “fruitful,” particularly in his major, to work within a small scale government.

Another special interest of Jakubik’s is Jan Thorne’s, the home economics major he plans to marry in August.

Name In The News

JAKUBIK’S INTERESTS

The referendum on the $10 increase in the student fees for the new student union building is of special interest to Stan Jakubik.

As SGA treasurer, Jakubik feels that he has a special responsibility to the students in money matters. For this reason, he is working with Mr. Jon McKnight in setting up the referendum which will be run according to SGA rules. These rules provide that the referendum will automatically fail if less than 30 per cent of the student body votes on the question.

Jakubik favors the passage of the referendum because “anything that adds to the prestige of the college will add to the degree of prestige which a student receives from the college.” He adds that if the students realize what facilities the union building will have and how it will benefit everyone, the referendum will be passed.

Although he feels that the state should pay for the union building, Jakubik observed that, “we need the facility now,” and that it would take too long to convince the state to assume financial responsibility.

A social science major, Jakubik plans to graduate in 1970 with a specialization in political science. He decided to come to MSC after spending four years in Seton Hall Prep as a divinity student. Looking back on his term as SGA treasurer, he described it as “fruitful,” particularly in his major, to work within a small scale government.

Another special interest of Jakubik’s is Jan Thorne’s, the home economics major he plans to marry in August.

Greek News

Kappa Rho Upsilon

The sisters of KRU are happy to welcome the Spring ’69 pledge class. Congratulations to Paula Dinnerstein, Barbara Hopp, Judy Wada, Eloise Scudder, Barbara Songovno, Linda Gramar, Karla Tompson, Janice Pedota, Carol Donafri and Chris Ashley. We are all anxious for a successful pledge period.

PSI CHI

The members of PSI will present, “The Crew’s Cruise” on Sat., May 3, at 8 p.m. Cochairmen Bruce Berringer and Dave Magne have promised an enjoyable cruise up the Hudson River for yourself and your date, featuring music by the Aztecs. The boat leaves pier 83 at 43rd Street, New York City. Tickets are $6.50 per couple and are available in Life Hall Lobby.

Delta Omicron Pi

The women of Pi are currently very busy keeping up with the antics of their 25 pledges for the spring pledge period. The pledges will sponsor a coffee hour for the sisters on May 5. Pledge cafe sale in May 7; mandatory dinner on May 7.

Vickie Broh and Pia Tropiano are chairmen for Pi’s snow cone booth for Carnival entitled Pi’s Polar Pub.

Theta’s Pledgethon

May 7
5 p.m.
Stone Hall Field
All Are Invited

Classified....


STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES on the RockyFlats situation will be available in the corner of College Hall from April 30 thru May 2. For further information contact Dr. Gilbert Leight, speech dept., extension 311.

ALL SENIORS who have received a National Defense Student Loan must see Mr. Rescor, student debt counselor, regarding repayment of their loan. Creditworthiness will be withheld if repayment forms are not completed.

ALL SENIORS: Today is the last day for members of the class of 1969 to order caps and gowns for graduation if repayment forms are not completed.


RECREATIONAL SWIMMING: The pool will be open for recreational swimming on Mon. and Wed. evening from 7 to 9 p.m. Admission with SGA card.

HELP WANTED: To assist MONTCLARION circulation manager. Contact Dr. Brautigam, MONTCLARION office, second floor, Life Hall.

FOR SALE: 1968 BSA. Price: $450.00. See Anthony in the MONTCLARION office.

MOTOR CYCLE: Ducatti, excellent condition, owner in reasonable, PM call 748-1358.

LIFE BEGINS on Aug. & Dreams are ... (to be continued).

RED WALLET lost. Contained irreplaceable pictures. Please return to College Supply Store.

PAMPHLET: BOOKS and other materials collected for research, term papers and drug studies. Handwritten examples in Dr. Robb’s office (Chapel Hall — first floor) 9 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. daily.
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FOR SALE: 1968 BSA. Price: $450.00. See Anthony in the MONTCLARION office.

MOTOR CYCLE: Ducatti, excellent condition, owner in reasonable, PM call 748-1358.

LIFE BEGINS on Aug. & Dreams are ... (to be continued).

RED WALLET lost. Contained irreplaceable pictures. Please return to College Supply Store.

PAMPHLET: BOOKS and other materials collected for research, term papers and drug studies. Handwritten examples in Dr. Robb’s office (Chapel Hall — first floor) 9 a.m. to 12:30 a.m. daily.

15 Scholarships for MSC Study Abroad

Fifteen MSC students have received scholarships from SGA to participate in the Experiment in International Living this summer.

With the countries they plan to visit, they are: Ronnie Begelman of Clifton and Max Rodriguez of Union City, France; John Burke of Newark, Italy; Judy Caley of Garden State Plaza, Paramus.

Ludlum and Barbara Whidby of South River, Spain; Kany De Cesare of Paramus, Ruth Goldstein of Bayonne, Michael Mados of Elizabeth, and Joanna Nasket of Union, Switzerland; Ronald Green of Kearny, Mexico; Maria De Ioco of Hawthorne, Peru; Debbie May of Paterson, Germany; Jesus Rizzo of Bloomfield and Turk Scheurer of Collingswood, Belgium; and Margaret Dolguercio of Maplewood, Indi.

The Experiment in International Living promotes international understanding by sending students abroad for home stays and travel in a country of their choice. Montclair State has participated in the program since 1963.

WANTED: Men and women over 21. No experience necessary. Waiters, waitresses, waitress trainees. Full time, part time or weekends.

APPLY: Cambridge Inn, Garden State Plaza, Paramus.

AL HAYWARD PRESENTS 1st ANNUAL purchasing rep—CEA, Mark Hymen "GARDEN STATE Rock Festival ALL SHOWS AT 6 PM CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL plus other attractions SATURDAY SAT. MAY 24 "The Time Has Come" CHAMBERS BROTHERS IN CONCERT SAT. MAY 31 "FOUR SEASONS" SLY & THE FAMILY STONE FRIDAY JUNE 6 BLUES CONCERT JOHN HAMMOND AND AL KOOPER BUTTERFIELD BLUES BAND and BLACK PEARL JUNE 13 TO BE ANNOUNCED SOUTH MOUNTAIN ARENA NORTHFIELD RD. WEST ORANGE, N.J. Box office open Tues-Sun 1-10pm and Fri till 11pm(closed on Mon) Plus: Tickets also available—Hudson Bay Supply Co., White Plains, N.Y., BRONX, Warehouse, 184st.-NEW JERSEY, Red Barn, Garden State Plaza, Paramus; Photo Shop, Madison; Mario's Record & Tape Shop, Parsippany; Brooks Records, Plainfield; Bonded Jewelers, Summit; Village Records, South Orange; and ALL BAMBERGER STORES, ALL Dept. Stores.

Mail order: Send check or money order payable to "Al Hayward Productions" enclose stamped-self addressed envelope, Orders received 3 days before show held at box office.

MOTOR CYCLE: Ducatti, excellent condition, owner in reasonable, PM call 748-1358.

LIFE BEGINS on Aug. & Dreams are ... (to be continued).

RED WALLET lost. Contained irreplaceable pictures. Please return to College Supply Store.
Funds Provided for Reopening of MSC Pool

By Chris Mac Murray
Staff Reporter

Montclair State’s swimming pool, which was temporarily closed due to lack of funds, has now been reopened for MSC students, faculty and staff according to the following schedule: daily, 3:30-5:30 and 5-9; Saturday, 1-3; and Sundays, 2-4. This schedule will be in effect until June 4.

A lack of funds for lifeguard salaries resulted in the pool’s closing. Since a lifeguard must be on duty in order for the pool to be opened, use of the pool had to be discontinued until funds could be reapportioned from another segment of the Panzer School.

Supervision will also be provided for activities in the gym each Sunday from 2-4. Basketball, volleyball and badminton will be available.

The tennis courts are available for use by students, faculty and staff. The Panzer administration advises players to wear proper tennis shoes as this will help preserve the courts.

It has been suggested that students and faculty carry identification when using these facilities to help provide for proper control and supervision. Outsiders will be permitted to use the facilities when accompanied by a MSC student or faculty member.

If changes in the above schedule are necessary, announcements will be made in advance, wherever possible, in both the MONTCLARION and Faculty/Staff Notes and also posted in the gym and pool area.

See Player’s Production of Major Barbara this weekend!

Sports Editor

Resigns Post

John Dantoni
MONTCLARION sports editor for the past two years, has submitted a letter of resignation to the newspaper’s editorial board. Acting Sports Editor John Aneson will now assume the full editorship of the sports department.

During Dantoni’s tenure as sports editor the MONTCLARION received journalistic awards for sports writing. “I’d like to thank all the people who gave me valuable assistance over these two exciting years,” Dantoni stated.

“I would also like to commend John Aneson for the fine job done as acting sports editor while I was on student teaching,” he added.

Aneson, a resident of Linden, N.J., is currently a freshman social science major.

Frosh Crown Queens, 13-7; Rock Rockland, 6-2

Sandwich’s junior Indians continued to slug their way to victory as they picked up two big wins over the weekend.

On Saturday, the young braves whipped Queens College, 13-7. Three big guns continued their hitting ways. Big Tom Rothacker kept his five game hitting streak alive with a long triple to right center. Slick-fielding Ed Pavlo belted out his second home run in as many games. He brought his RBI total to eight by picking up three more. Paul Kenney, replacing the injured Rich Boonomo, kept up his average by belting out two doubles.

Rich Claydon picked up the hard earned win. He went all the way and though he allowed seven runs, four of those were unearned. Claydon is the leading freshman pitcher with a 3-0 record.

On Monday, the freshmen travelled to Rockland Community College to complete a successful weekend. They bested Rockland, 6-2.

MSC again displayed its hitting prowess led by Rothacker who hit his second triple of the year. Howie Shaw came back into the limelight by going three for four and picking up a couple of ribbies. Though Pavlo had only one hit, he sparked at shortstop by making numerous near-impossible stops.

Paul Parker came through with another “par excellence” performance. Rockland did cut off Parker’s scoreless inning streak at 20 2/3 with a run in the fourth. He has allowed only two runs in 25 innings. Parker is now 2-0 and looks like an Indian star of the future.

Green, Wood Bound for Texas and Nationals

By Rich Orloff
Sports Staff

Dr. Joan Schleele, women’s track coach at MSC, has announced that two of her track stars, Lou Greene and Denise Wood, will compete in the First National Intercollegiate Track and Field Championships. The girls will leave on May 8 for the competition to be held at Southwest Texas State College in San Marcos, Texas. Miss Greene will compete in the 100 and 200 meter hurdles and Miss Wood will take part in the discus, javelin and shot events.

Both girls are outright champions in A.A.U. competition. And since this meet is limited to college athletes, these two stars have very good chances of coming home with high honors.

Lou is the N. J. A. A. U. 80 meter hurdle champion, while Denise held the 1967 state championship, the 1968 state indoor shot and javelin titles, and was high school state champion in all three events in her senior year. Both girls compete with the MSC track team, rather than against A. A. U. competition.

On May 2 and 3, Dr. Schleele will be sending a relay squad of four girls to the Quantico Relays. The members who will participate in the 4-mile relay are: Patti Earhart, Lou Greene, Beth Roll and Linda Paugh.
Indian's 5-3 Track Record Strong in Field and Hurdle

Montclair State defeated both Jersey City State and N.Y. Tech in a triangle track meet held last week at Sprague Field. The scores were 69-0 for Montclair State and 47-14 and 36-0 for Montclair State and N.Y. Tech, respectively.

Once again the Indians displayed strength in the field and hurdle events but failed to score in the distance competition. The double win gives MSC a 5-3 record in track.

"We're fortunate to sport that winning record," noted track coach, George Horn. "Fellows like Paul Drew, Jim Thomas and Rich D'Andrea really give us a boost. All three are undefeated in dual competition."

"We are strong where these boys are concerned," added assistant coach, Jim Jardine, "but we're weak in the middle distance events. A board track would help us in our practice and would make us ready earlier for spring competition."

"Without a track," said Horn, "we're just conceding middle distance points." Here, the coach referred to possible points that the team could score in a meet in running events of the 880-yard, mile and two-mile nature. With not enough athletes to run in the varsity competition, MSC must give up the points to its opponents. In the Jersey City-N.Y. Tech meet, not one MSC runner place in these three events.

Meet Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100-yard</th>
<th>Smith, JSCC (10.1); Drew, MSC</th>
<th>Trongone, MSC</th>
<th>320-yard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith, JSCC (23.0); Trongone, MSC</td>
<td>McKenna, JSCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880-yard</td>
<td>Ferr, NYT (2:08.5); Stevens, JSCC; McCormack, NYT</td>
<td>Mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nooy, NYT (5:47.9); Ferr, NYT</td>
<td>Green, NYT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-yard Hurdles</td>
<td>Drew, MSC (15.2); Roth, NYT; Hamil, MSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440-yard hurdles</td>
<td>Roth, NYT (5:51); Drew, MSC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseball Slumps Disappear As MSC Downs Pace, 15-0

By Mike Galos

Special to the Montclarion

Breaking out of their season-long slump, MSC's Indians pounded out 18 hits and scored 15 runs in a 15-0 walkoff victory over Pace College Monday. The win gave the Indians a 6-9 baseball record to 8-3, while the Pace record dropped to 4-8-1.

Junior righthander John Grynko benefited from the outburst by the Indians sluggers, winning his first game of the season. He went the distance giving up only four hits, while walking one and striking out three.

MSC jumped to a quick 2-0 lead in the first inning when after two outs, Frank Rossi walked, stole second and came around to tally Ken Frank's single to center field. Successive singles by Carmen De Simone and Rich San Filippo brought the home run on the second run of the inning.

Grynko's double, a walk to Bob Lyon, a sacrifice by Dave Clark and a single by Rossi produced two more runs in the second; catcher Bob Lyon copped his first home run of the season over the left field fence for the single score in the third.

Not happy with a 5-0 lead, the Indians struck for five more runs in the fourth; the big blows of the inning were the back to back home runs by De Simone, with two outs, and San Filippo, with the bases clear.

MSC added two runs in the fifth and third more in the sixth before being shut out in the seventh and eighth.

Lead Indians hitters were left fielder Rossi (three hits in four trips with three RBI, one home run) and San Fillipo (two for four, three RBI, one home run). The victim of all the slugging was Pace starting pitcher Bob Hildebrandt who worked the first five innings, giving up 12 runs on 13 hits, walking five and striking out four. His record is now 1-3.

With their bats finally warmed up, the Indians take to the road for two important New Jersey State College Conference games tomorrow at Jersey City State and Saturday at Glassboro State. The Indians and Glassboro, currently tied for the NSCC lead, with both having one loss in the conference, will return home next Tuesday for a return match.